For *Exposed IHE Students* - How long for quarantine?
Corresponds with IHE Exposure Management Plan dated 8/24/2021

*Modified quarantine: student should remain in their residence, except for continuing to attend on-campus classes and academic activities if they are consistently and correctly masked and remain asymptomatic.*

- **Symptomatic**
  - Regardless of vaccination status
    - Testing strongly recommended
    - Quarantine ends after Day 10
  - Not fully vaccinated
    - Testing strongly recommended
    - Quarantine ends after Day 10
  - Fully vaccinated and does NOT test
    - Subject to modified quarantine
    - Modified quarantine ends after Day 10
  - Fully vaccinated and tests 3 to 5 days after last exposure
    - Subject to modified quarantine
    - Modified quarantine ends after receipt of negative result
  - Fully vaccinated and tests 5 consecutive days after last date of exposure
    - Tests negative on all tests
    - Does NOT need to quarantine
  - COVID-19 recovery in past 90 days
    - Does NOT need to test
    - Does NOT need to quarantine

- **Asymptomatic**
  - Regardless of vaccination status
    - Testing strongly recommended
    - Quarantine ends after Day 10
  - Not fully vaccinated
    - Testing strongly recommended
    - Quarantine ends after Day 10
  - Fully vaccinated and does NOT test
    - Subject to modified quarantine
    - Modified quarantine ends after Day 10
  - Fully vaccinated and tests 3 to 5 days after last exposure
    - Subject to modified quarantine
    - Modified quarantine ends after receipt of negative result
  - Fully vaccinated and tests 5 consecutive days after last date of exposure
    - Tests negative on all tests
    - Does NOT need to quarantine
  - COVID-19 recovery in past 90 days
    - Does NOT need to test
    - Does NOT need to quarantine

Continue monitoring symptoms until Day 14